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1. INTRODUCTION 
Relativistic quantum fields live on Minkowski space, and their 
construction gives rise to difficult hyperbolic problems. If the time 
parameter t could be replaced by it, so that Minkowski space became 
Euclidean space, one would expect that the problems would become 
elliptic and somewhat less difficult. Schwinger studied the vacuum 
expectation values of quantum field theory after continuation to the 
Euclidean world, and Symanzik [9, p. 3601 made the important 
discovery that, at least in some models and in a formal sense, the 
Schwinger functions are expectation values of objects existing in 
their own right-Euclidean fields. In the case of Bosons (and that 
is the only case considered here) the Euclidean fields are random 
distributions on Euclidean space with locality properties which in 
the one-dimensional case reduce to the ordinary Markoff property. 
The transition to the Euclidean world achieves substantial simpli- 
fications. Minkowski space becomes Euclidean space, the Poincare 
(inhomogeneous Lorentz) group becomes the Euclidean group, 
noncommuting operators become random variables, and causality 
becomes the Markoff property. 
In this paper we shall reverse the point of view. Starting with a 
Euclidean field, we shall construct from it a quantum field on 
Minkowski space. We give no examples, not even the free field, 
but other papers are in preparation. See also [5]. 
2. MARKOFF FIELDS 
We begin with a brief description of our probabilistic terminology 
and conventions. A probability space (9, ,49, p) is a set 8, a u-algebra 
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.Y of subsets, and a positive measure p defined on Y with p.(Q) = 1. 
We make the convention that a random variable is an equivalence 
class of measurable functions, the equivalence relation being equality 
almost everywhere with respect to p. If u is a positive or integrable 
random variable its expectation, or mean, Eu is its integral: 
Eu = .(n u dp. If 9 is a sub u-algebra of Y we shall also use the 
symbol a to denote the set of all random variables which are measur- 
able with respect to .?2?. If u is a positive random variable and 3? is 
a sub u-algebra of 9, by the Radon-Nikodym theorem there is a 
unique positive random variable ‘u in g such that for all positive 
random variables w in g we have Euw = Evw. The random variable v 
is called the conditional expectation of U, and it is denoted by E{u j G?}. 
Conditional expectations of (not necessarily positive) integrable 
random variables are defined by linearity. In case u is in s2 then 
E(u ) g’> is simply the orthogonal projection of u onto 5? n $P2. 
Given a family 9 of random variables, the g-algebra ~?4? they generate 
is the smallest u-algebra g such that u is in 2? for all u in F. A 
stochastic process indexed by a set F is a function from 5 to the set 
of random variables on some probability space (52, 9, p), called the 
underlying probability space of the process. If T is a measure- 
preserving transformation on (Q, Y, p) and u is a random variable, 
we define the random variable Tu by Tu(w) = u(T-lw). Let X be 
a topological vector space. By a linear process over X we mean a 
stochastic process 4 indexed by X which is linear and such that if 
fn -f in X then KfJ --f 4(f) in measure. In particular, let &3(Rd) 
be the space of C’” functions with compact support in Rd. A linear 
process over Q(Rd) is called a random$eld. We shall also have occasion 
to deal with linear processes over the Sobolev space P-‘(Rd). The 
Sobolev space 2-l(Rd) is the completion of the pre-Hilbert space 
@Rd) with the inner product (g,f)_, = (g, (--d + 1)-y), where 
the inner product on the right hand side is the ordinary Z2 inner 
product and d is the Laplace operator. Since the injection of a(Rd) 
into X-l(Rd) is continuous, a linear process over X-l(Rd) is, when 
restricted to s(Rd), a random field, so that we shall also call a linear 
process over Z-l(Rd) a random field over Z-i(Rd). 
Now we are ready to introduce the basic notion with which we 
shall deal, the notion of a Markoff field. It is technically much easier 
to deal with Markoff fields over z?-i(Rd) rather than a(Rd), and 
since this case suffices for current applications to quantum field 
theory we shall deal with this case first. See Section 6 for modifications 
necessary for the more general theory of Markoff fields over s(Rd). 
Let + be a random field over 2’P1(Rd). If E C Rd, let O(E) be the 
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a-algebra generated by the d(f) with f in Z-“(Rd) and supp f C E. 
If U C Rd, let aU be the boundary of U and 77’ its complement. 
A Markoff Jield over P-l(Rd) is a random field over Z-l(R”) such 
that for all open sets U in R d, if u is a positive random variable in 
O(U) then 
E(u 1 Co(V)} = E{u 1 6’(NJ)}. (1) 
We call (1) the Markofl property. Intuitively, the Markoff property 
says that if we wish to predict some aspect (namely, U) of the field’s 
behavior inside U then the knowledge O(u’) of the field outside U 
gives us no more information than the knowledge @(au) of the field 
on the boundary of U. 
Let Ed be d-dimensional Euclidean space; that is Ed is Rd with the 
inner product x * y = x’y’ + .** + xdya. We use the notation Ed in- 
stead of Rd when we wish to emphasize the Euclidean structure. The 
Euclidean group is the inhomogeneous orthogonal group (including 
reflections); that is, the group of all nonsingular inhomogeneous linear 
transformations which preserve 11 x - y /I2 = (x - y) * (x - y). By a 
representation of the Euclidean group on a probability space we mean 
a homomorphism 7 -+ T,, into the group of measure-preserving 
transformations which is continuous in the sense that if 7% --t q in 
the Euclidean group and u is a random variable then T,, -+ T,,u in 
measure. A Euclidean Jield over Z-‘(Rd) is a Markoff geld 4 over 
SP’(R”) and a representation T of the Euclidean group on the 
underlying probability space of 4 such that for all f in &?-l(Rd) and 
q in the Euclidean group, 
~Tfb(f) = 4(f o 173 (2) 
This property is called Euclidean covariance. 
Finally, a Markoff field 4 is called Hermitean or real, in case 
d(J) = d(f) (3) 
for all f in &?-l or (equivalently) in case d(f) is real whenever f is real. 
3. THE HAMILTONIAN 
We use the coordinates (x, t) on Rd, where x is in Rd-l and t is 
in R. Let Y, be the hyperplane t = s, let 2, be the half-space t < s, 
let p(s) be the reflection in Y, , and let v(s) be the translation 
(x, t) - (x, t + $1. 
580/12/1-7* 
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Let 4 be a Euclidean field over Z-l, and let Z be the Hilbert 
space B(Rd) n Z2, where P2 is Z2(sZ, Sp, CL) for the underlying 
probability space. (There would be no loss of generality if we assumed 
that O(Rd) = Y, in which case X = Z2). We begin the construction 
of a quantum field 8 associated with 4. 
We emphasize that 0 lives on a much smaller Hilbert space. In 
fact, let s$? = B(Rd-l) n Z2. This will be the Hilbert space of the 
associated quantum field. Let E, be the orthogonal projection of 
X onto 2. Thus for u in X, E,u is the conditional expectation 
E,,u = E{u 1 O(Rd-l)). We define Pu, for 0 < t < co and u in 8, by 
Ptu = EoT,,c,,u. (4) 
THEOREM 1. Let + be a Euclidean jield over Z-‘(Rd) and let ~9 
and Pt be dejined as above. There is a unique positive self-adjoint operator 
H on A? such that 
pt z .+f, O<tt(co. (5) 









Here (6) and (7) hold by the definition of the operators Ps and P”, 
(8) holds by Euclidean covariance, (9) and (10) hold by the Markoff 
property, (11) holds because O(Z,) 3 0(2,,), (12) holds by the Markoff 
property, and (13) holds by the definition of the operator Psft. 
Let u be in X. As t -+ 0, T,,,,u -+ u in measure, and since the 
T I)(t) are unitary it is easily seen that this implies that T,,,,,u -+ u 
in S. Consequently, for all 24 in SP, P”u = J?&T,~~,~ -+ u in # as 
t -+ Of. Notice that the norm of each Pf is <I. Thus the P’ form 
a strongly continuous contraction semigroup on 2. To conclude the 
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proof of the theorem, we need only show that each Pi is a self-adjoint 
operator on 2. 
Let p be the reflection in the hyperplane Rd-l. Let f be in Z-l(Rd) 
with suppf C Rd-l. The kernel of the integral operator (--A + 1)--l 
is positive, so that the associated potential theory satisfies the 
maximum principle, and by a theorem of Deny [l, p. 1431 f may be 
approximated arbitrarily closely in %-‘(Rd) norm by finite linear 
combinations of positive elements g in X-l(Rd-l). But a positive 
distribution g is a measure, and since p leaves Rd-i pointwise fixed 
it leaves g fixed, and consequently f fixed, and consequently T, leaves 
4(f) fixed, and consequently T, is the identity on #. We call this 
the rejection property. 
For u and v in 2 we have 
(v, PW = (v, -W,,w) = (v, L,u) = WTnw). (14) 
Since q(t)-lo p(t/2) = p, the reflection in Rd-i, we have by the reflec- 
tion property that T,ctj-~optt/2ji? = V. so that Tptt/2J9 = Tnc,,@. 
Similarly, Tpcl~2jTncIp = U, so that Tpct,z,(~Tncl,u) = (T,,,,V)u. By 
Euclidean covariance and (14) 
(v, PW = ET,mzW’~w) = W”,(t,+ 
= <T,w, u> = Q4,Tnw u> = G-W u>, 
so that P” is self-adjoint. Q.E.D. 
4. SHARP TIME FIELDS AND FIELDS ON MINKOWSKI SPACE 
Let I$ be a Euclidean field over Z-i(Rd). We construct the Hilbert 
space Z and the positive self-adjoint operator H as in the preceding 
section, and now we let X”, for -CO < k < co, be the associated 
scale. That is, for k finite, Z” is the completion of the domain 
9(Hk12) in the norm I] u lJk = l/(1 + H)k12~ 11, and 2” = n Sk, 
Z-” = u Sk (see [6]). 
If f is in the Schwartz space Y(Rd-i) (see [S]) then it is easy to 
see that f @ 6, where 6 is the one-dimensional Dirac measure, is in 
&-‘(Rd). We define 
&(f) = 4(f 0 3, f~ YW-9, 
so that do(f) is a random variable. 
By ~(JP, Xz) we mean the Banach space of bounded linear 
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transformations from Zk to Zz. If w is a random variable we say 
that w is in Z(&?“, Z1)-or, strictly speaking, that multiplication 
by w determines an element of 9(/P, %l)-in case there is a 
constant C, a dense set of u in Sk and a dense set of v in the dual 
space G%-~ to Xz such that for them vwu is integrable and 1 E??wu 1 = 
I(% wu>l G c II v II-Z II 24 Ilk * From now on we shall study only 
Euclidean fields over Z-i(Rd) which satisfy the following mild 
assumption: 
(A) There exist finite k and 1 such that for all f in 9’(Rd-“), 
+s(f) is in Z(Zk, Z’“), and f t-+ vO(f) is continuous, 
For f in 9’(Rd-l), we define 
4lw = af) = d(f 0 4. 
Notice that for r real, eiTH leaves each 3?” invariant and is unitary 
on it. Therefore 
U.f) = e”THqf) e--iTH 
is also in Z(&?“, Zr). 
Let Md be d-dimensional &Z&kowski space. That is, Md is the 
Cartesian space Rd, on which we use the coordinates (x, T) with 
x in Rd-l and r in R, equipped with the inner product 
(x, 7)(y, u) = -x . y + TU. 
We use the notation Md instead of Rd when we wish to emphasize 
the Minkowski space structure. The Poincare’ group of Ma is the 
inhomogeneous Lorentz group; that is, the group of all nonsingular 
inhomogeneous linear transformations of Md which preserve 
(x - Y>” = (x - Y@ - Y), and the restricted Poincart group is its 
connected component of the identity. The forward cone V+ is the set of 
all x = (x, T) in Md with T > 0 and x2 = -x * x + 72 > 0, and 
r+ is its closure. If f is in the Schwartz space Y(Md), we define 
the Fourier transform f to be 
f”(p) = j ecigzf(x) dx, 
and we make the corresponding definition for tempered distributions. 
Notice that the Lorentz-invariant inner product px is used here. 
For f in Y(Md), let f7(x) = f(x, T) and define 
e(f) = j”, e,(fJ dT = j”, eiTHh,(fi) eeirH dTe 
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Then it is easy to see that 0(f) is in .Z(X~) (see Proposition 1 of [6]). 
In particular, the vacuum 1 is in &%, so that the vacuum expectation 
values 
for fi ,..., fn in 9’(Md) are well-defined. They clearly depend con- 
tinuously on each fj , so that by the Schwartz kernel theorem [7] 
there is a unique tempered distribution 91n), the Wightman distribu- 
tion, on (Md)” such that 
5. PROPERTIES OF THE WIGHTMAN DISTRIBUTIONS 
We will show that the Wightman distributions have the properties: 
(a) relativistic invariance, (b) spectral condition, (c) Hermiticity, 
(d) local commutativity, and (e) positive definiteness (see [S]). The 
remaining condition necessary to obtain a quantum field theory in 
the sense of Wightman [8, p. 1011 is the cluster decomposition 
property. This requires a further assumption on the Euclidean field + 
and will be discussed later. 
THEOREM 2. Let $ be a Hermitean Euclidean field over 3P1(Rd) 
satisfying assumption (A), and let the distributions %‘“(%) be dejked as 
above. Then 
(4 wyx, )...) x,) = W’“‘(Ax, ,..., AX%), 
whenever A is in the restricted Poincare’ group of Ma, 
(b) @‘“‘(P, >...> P,)
= Pvg (j$Pj) WYPl9Pl +p, ,...,A + *-- +pn-J 
where W(@ is a tempered distribution on (Md)+-l such that 
Fv”‘(ql )..., qn-J = 0 zjc any qi is not in V+ , 
(4 wyxl )..., x,) = wyx 72 9.“) 4, 
Cd) wtn)(X1 >**., *j 3 Xj+l >*.., X,) = w’“‘(Xl ,*a., Xj+l ) Xj pee., Xn), 
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whenever (Xj - Xj+l)2 < 0, and 
(e) C j *.- j dx, *.* dxj dy, .*. dykf3(x1 ,..., iJ 
wheref, fi ,fi ,... is a jinite sequence with each f, in Y’(Md)“. 
Proof. The idea of the proof is simple. Properties (c) and (e) 
are trivial consequences of the definition of the W(n) in terms of 
expectation values. Since + has Euclidean covariance we may expect 6 
to have relativistic covariance because, formally, we are in some sense 
replacing t by T = it. If a+ and xj+i are space-like separated (that is, 
if (xj - xj+i)” < 0) then, by (a), we may assume that they lie in 
d the hyperplane R - l, but 8 = 4 on this hyperplane and the values 
of $ commute because they are random variables. (This is the most 
difficult part of the argument to make rigorous, because + must be 
smeared on Ed and 0 on Md in order to be well-defined operators- 
the notion of commuting forms is unclear). The spectral condition 
(b) is a consequence of the positivity of the Hamiltonian and relativistic 
covariance. 
We begin with (a). It is clear that the ‘V(“) are invariant under 
space translations and rotations, since H commutes with these 
transformations and they leave 1 invariant. It is also clear that the 
%+“(n) are invariant under time translations. Thus we need only 
consider Lorentz rotations. That is, we need only show that, in the 
sense of distributions, X%‘“(“)(x, ,..., XJ = 0 where X is the (d - l)- 
tuple of operators 
a +x,---. 
8% 
In other words, if F is in 9’(Md)% we need to show that 
- I s . . dX1 **- dx,%-‘(xl ,.,., x,) XF(x, ,..., xn) = 0. (16) 
Let sj = ej + iTj for j = I,..., 11. If elt > **a > pi are fixed, then 
(1) 4(x1 , 0) C?-(s+JH .*- +(x,-l ) 0) e-(s*-8~-lq(x nr 0)l) (17) 
is a tempered distribution on (Md)“, in the variables (x,, or),..., (x,, T,), 
and as l , -+ O,..., l 1 ---t 0 with E% > a** > cl it converges to 7F”). If 
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sr ,.,., sn are real, then (17) agrees with the distribution, in the variables 
(x1 , sJ,..., (xn , sJ, given by 
<L#l7 Sl> ***d(x, > %)l) 
in the region s, > *.. > si . Therefore, by Euclidean covariance, 
(l,y%(x1 , 0) e-(Sa-sl)H *** +(xnbl , 0) f?-(s~-s~-JH~(xn ) 0)l) = 0 (18) 
for s1 ,..., s, real in the region s, > *mm > s1 . By analytic continuation, 
(18) holds in the region E, > a** > e1 for complex sr ,..., s, . If F is 
in Y((Md)“) th en, since F is independent of l 1 ,..., E, , (18) may be 
written as 
- 
s s a.. dx, a** dx,( I, $(x1 , 0) e-+@ ..a 4(x,-, , 0) e-(s~-s~-l)H$(xn , 0)l) 
( a (~,+iT~)Zx+ix,$+-* 1 1 
+ (en + iT,) g + ix, $) F(x, ,..., x,) = 0. 
n n 
In the limit as e1 -+ O,..., 6% -+ 0 with E, > *a* > or, this gives (16), 
after division by i, which proves (a). 
To prove (b), we follow Streater-Wightman [8, p. 1081 closely. 
Since 90,) is invariant under translations, there is a unique tempered 
distribution IVn) on (Md)+-l such that 
w-yx, ,..., x,) = wyx, - x2 ,..., X,-l - Xn). 
The formal computation 
#-yp 1 ,..., P,) = j- *-a j-4 *.* dx, exp (4 $p, * x~) YY(~)(x~ ,..., CC,) 
= 
s s 
. . . dxl . . . dx, e4-~bdxl - x2) + (P, + p2> 
x @(“‘(Pl 9 Pl + P, ,**-9 Pl + P, + *** +p,-,) 
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is easily made precise by regularizing the intermediate members of 
the equation. 
We need to establish the support properties of I@tn). Since H is a 
positive operator, if u and =z are in Z then the Fourier transform 
of (v, eilHU) vanishes on the negative half-axis. In particular, the 
Fourier transform of 
vanishes on the negative half-axis, so that the Fourier transform of 
wyg-, )...) fj-1 7 5j + t, tj+l )*..7 .$,-,) vanishes on the negative half- 
axis. That is, W(~)(Q~ ,..., qi ,..., q,-I) = 0 if the time component of 
qj is <0, and this holds forj = I,..., n - 1. By (a), this implies that 
kw(ql )...) qnpl) = 0 unless each qi is in V+ , which proves (b). 
Parts (c) and (e) follow trivially from the definition of ?V(%), so 
it remains to prove (d). Now 
is a well-defined distribution in the region where the tj are real and 
distinct. Let xj = (xj , tj). By Euclidean covariance, (19) is well 
defined in the region where the xj are distinct, and it is symmetric 
in the xi since random variables commute. A theorem of Jost [4, 
second theorem on p. 831 asserts that (d) follows. (The hypotheses 
of the theorem are not stated explicitly, but the proof given holds 
for the situation at hand.) Q.E.D. 
The reconstruction theorem of Wightman [8] may now be applied, 
and we obtain that 8 satisfies all of the Wightman axioms for a quantum 
field except for the uniqueness of the vacuum. 
THEOREM 3. Let # be a Hermitean Euclidean field over Z’-‘(Rd) 
satisfying assumption (A) and such that the translation group of Ed acts 
ergodically on the underlying probability space. Then 0, dejked as 
above, satisjes all of the Wightman axioms. 
Proof. We need only show that the vacuum is unique. Let u be 
in 2 and suppose that u is invariant under the action of the restricted 
Poincare group. Then, in particular, it is invariant under the action 
of the translation group of M d. Using the notation of Section 4, 
we see that Xiu = O,..., X,-,u = 0, Hu = 0. Since Hu = 0, 
P”u = u. That is, E,T,(,,u = u. Since TVtt, is unitary and E0 is a 
projection, T,,,,u = cu for some 5 with 1 5 / = 1. Consequently, 
Ptu = [u, so that 5 = 1 and T,,,,,u = u. Since in addition X,u = 
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O,..., X,-,u = 0, we see that u is invariant under the translation group 
of Ed, and so by hypothesis is a constant multiple of 1. Q.E.D. 
It follows that the Wightman distributions satisfy the cluster 
decomposition property [8, p. Ill]. 
6. MARKOFF FIELDS OVER B(Rd) 
The theory of Markoff fields over the Sobolev space Z-l(Rd) 
is adequate for applications to quantum field theoretic Boson models 
in space-time dimension d = 2, but it is not clear that it will suffice 
in higher dimensions. In particular, the theory as developed above 
implies that the sharp time fields B,,(f) = &(f) are random variables 
and therefore self-adjoint operators (for real f). However, it is clear 
that we used primarily the assumption that 0,(f) = 4,,(f) is a 
quadratic form; that is, a bounded operator from %” to Zz for 
some K and 1. In this section we shall describe the technical considera- 
tions necessary in order to extend the theory to Markoff fields over 
.9(Rd). 
Let C$ be a random field; that is, a linear process over 9(Rd). 
If U is an open subset of Rd, we define O(U) to be the a-algebra 
generated by all 4(f) with f in 93(Rd) and supp f C U; for F a closed 
set we let O(F) = n O(U), w h ere the intersection is over all open 
sets U which contain F. By a MarkofJJield over 9(Rd) we mean a 
random field 4 such that for all open sets U in Rd, if u is a positive 
random variable in O(U) then E{u 1 0( U’)} = E{u / 8( au)}. A 
Euclidean jield over 9(Rd) is defined in the same way as we previously 
defined the notion of a Euclidean field over Z-i(Rd). 
We may define the Hilbert space Z and the operators P” as before, 
and as in the proof of Theorem 1 we may show that Pl is a strongly 
continuous contraction semigroup on &?. However, the proof that 
Pt is self-adjoint-and therefore of the form P” = e-tH for a positive 
self-adjoint H-fails, because the reflection property may not hold. 
In fact, an explicit counterexample may be constructed (the analog 
of the free Markoff field [5] but built on #-“(Rd) for n > 2). This 
is because, roughly speaking, we may have an element +(f) in .% 
where the distribution f has support in Rd-l but involves differentia- 
tion in the transverse direction and is not left fixed by the reflection p. 
There are two ways around this difficulty. The easier is simply to 
postulate the reflection property. Then we obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 1’. Let + be a Euclidean jield over 9(Rd) which satisjies 
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the rejection property and let 2 and Pt be dejined as in Section 3. There 
is a unique positive self-adjoint operator H on X such that Pt = e-t* 
for 0 < tco. 
The proof is just the same as the proof of Theorem 1. The second 
way around the difficulty is the following. The notion of Markoff 
field over 9(Rd) as we have defined it is not really the generalization 
of the notion of Markoff process, but rather generalizes the notion 
of higher-order Markoff process-for example, the Ornstein- 
Uhlenbeck process [2] which is Markovian only when both position 
and velocity are considered. This is because in some sense Q(F) 
contains not only the information about the field on F but also about 
the field in an infinitesimal neighborhood of F. Let us define a smaller 
u-algebra. By a result of Minlos, extended by Vilenkin [3, p. 3331, 
there is a one-to-one correspondence between random fields 4 on 
9(Rd) and (countably additive) probability measures p on the space 
9(Rd) of distributions. If F is a closed subset of Rd, let 6,(F) be 
the u-algebra generated by all Bore1 functions u on 9’(Rd) such 
that for any C a, diffeomorphism 17 of Rd which leaves F pointwise 
fixed, ~(fo 7) = u(f) for all f in 9(Rd). We call a Markoff field 4 
over 9(Rd) a strict Markoff field over 9(Rd) in case for all closed 
sets F in Rd and u in O(F) there is a u0 in O,(F) with u0 = u a.e. (that is, 
with a slight abuse of motation, in case O,(F) = O(F)). Obviously, 
a strict Markoff field satisfies the reflection property. This notion 
appears difficult to work with, and we shall not pursue it here. It is 
possible that a better way of imposing a strict notion of locality on 
a general Markoff field can be found. 
To make the transition from Euclidean space to Minkowski space 
it appears to be necessary to have a notion of the field at a sharp 
time. For a Euclidean field over 9(Rd) rather than H-r(Rd) this is 
less simple, since there are no f in g(Rd) with support in Rd-i. 
We will not assume that sharp time fields are operators, but only 
that they are quadratic forms. 
Let + be a Euclidean field over 9(Rd) satisfying the reflection 
property. We have a continuous unitary representation 7 -+ T, of 
the Euclidean group on the Hilbert space S. Restrict this representa- 
tion to the translation subgroup. Let X, ,..., X, be the infinitesimal 
generators of the translation subgroups in the directions of the d 
coordinate axes of Rd, and let K be the positive self-adjoint operator 
K = (i xj*xy. 
j=l 
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Let -Xk, for --CO < K < co be the associated scale. That is, for 
k finite, X” is the completion of the domain 2@(P/“) in the norm 
II 24 Ilk = IU + Klk12U IL and ~4% = 0 Xk, 27~~ = u Xk (see [3]). 
From now on we shall study only Euclidean fields which satisfy 
the following assumption: 
(A’) There exist finite k and 1 such that for all f in g(Rd), 
4(f) is a bounded linear operator from GYP to X1, and f t-+ y(f) is 
continuous. 
We denote by Z(Zk, Xl) the Banach space of bounded linear 
operators from Xk to X”, and we denote its norm by I/ Ilk,l . Let 4 be a 
Euclidean field satisfying assumption (A’). Then f b I/ $h(f )jlk,l is a 
translation-invariant continuous seminorm on g(Rd). It is easy to 
see that # extends uniquely to be a continuous linear mapping from 
the Schwartz space Y(Rd) to P(Xk, Xl), and there is a continuous 
norm on P’(Rd), say 
llfll(m, = ,“i”iP I PfWI 
= \m DEFP 
such that for some constant C, 11 4Cf)jjk,r < c/j f (Icrnj . Furthermore, 
if 7 is in the Euclidean group then by Euclidean covariance 
so that 
for all f in Y(Rd), ZI in Xwz+l, u in Xk+l. Thus we see that 
Ild((a/axi)f)IIk+,,Z-l d P d e en s continuously on f in the ]I Ilcrnj norm, 
and similarly by induction for higher order derivatives. Now any 
tempered distribution is a derivative of finite order of a function 
with finite /I ll(mj norm. Consequently, if f is any tempered distribution 
d(f) is a well-defined continuous linear operator from Sk’ to Xr’ 
for some finite it’ and I’. In particular, if u and v are in 3P then 
<v, +(f)u> is well-defined for every tempered distribution f. Let us 
denote $(6,) by 4(x). Thus +( x is a well-defined quadratic form. ) 
Also, if f is in (YRd-‘) then f @ 6 is a tempered distribution on Rd, 
so that $(f @ 6) is a well-defined quadratic form; that is, a bounded 
linear operator from .Xk’ to Xl’ for some finite k’ and I’. 
However, we need to be able to interpret 4(f @ 6) as a quadratic 
form on 2 rather than on X. 
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Let k be a positive integer, and let .# be the Hilbert space 
2 = .9(Xlk) n . . . r\ 2(X,k_,) n fl with the norm 
Since X1 ,..., X,-i commute with H, the restriction I? of H to the 
domain 9(A) of all u in A? such that Hu is in 2 is a self-adjoint 
positive operator on 2. We claim that if u is in 9(JP) then there 
exists B in 6(2+) n IP, where Z+ is the half-space t > 0, such 
that E,,zZ = U. To see this, notice that since u is in 9(fik) we may 
write 
m 
u = (1 + H)-” 2.6 = ___ 
(k -! I)! o s 
tk-le-tPtw dt 
’ 
where w = (1 + H)“u is in 2. Define 
m 
1 u = & .r o t”-lebT,,(,)w dt. 
Then ii. is clearly in cO(.Z+) n 3Y with E,,ti = U, and it is in 
$3(Xdk). Since the translation group is commutative, ti is also in 
~(Xlk) n .a. n g(Xk,), and so is in @(.Z+) n %2k. By the same 
reasoning, we see that if u is in 9(gk) then there is a ii in 0(&J n X2k 
with .&ii = u (we may let ii = T,zi). 
Now let f be a tempered distribution with support in Rd-r, and 
choose Fz large enough so that 4(f): x2” -+ &F2”. Let u and ZI be 
in G3(Rk) and let zl be in O(Z+) n A’-2k with &,‘oa = u and let 6 be 
in O(Z,,) n x2k with E,v’ = ‘u. We claim that (6, +(f)&) is inde- 
pendent of the choice of zi and v’ as above. To see this, let f, be a 
sequence in Y(Rd) with suppfn C Z+ which converges to f in I\ (l(m) 
norm. Then c#~(fJ G is in 0(Z+), so that (6,4(f,)zZ) = (TJ, 4(fn)2i> by 
the Markoff property. Therefore (6, $(f)zQ = lim,(v’, 4(fn)ti) is 
independent of the choice of 5, and similarly it is independent of 
the choice of ~2. We denote (6, $(f)ti) by (a, $&f)u). If f is in 
9’(Rd-‘) we abbreviate (v, +,,(I @ 6)~) by (u, +,,(f)u). If we let *“, 
for -co < k < co, be the scale associated with the operator A 
on &? then we see that for f in 9’(Rd-r), d,,(f) is a bounded linear 
operator from 2Pk to A+ k if k is large enough so that +(f @ 8) is a 
bounded linear operator from xk to ~6~~. 
We shall see later that s2k = B(Hk), so that we may replace 
the scale ~@k by the scale A?k associated with the operator H on 2 
in the above considerations. This follows from the spectral condition. 
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For f in 9(Rd-‘), we define 
4(f) = h(f)* 
Notice that for T real, eiTH leaves Sk invariant and is unitary on it. 
Therefore we may define 
R(f) = eirHe,( f) @TH 
for 7 real. This is a bounded linear operator from *k to G@-~ for 
k large enough. For f in (Md), let 
and define 
L(x) = f (x9 4 
Then, as before, it is easy to see that O(f) is in L?(#“). In particular, 
the vacuum 1 is in 2, so that the vacuum expectation values 
(1, w *** Al) 
for fi ,-,fn in 9’(Md) are well-defined. They clearly depend con- 
tinuously on each fi , so that by the Schwartz kernel theorem there 
is a unique tempered distribution YY cn), the Wightman distribution, 
on (Md)” such that 
By the same proof which gave Theorem 2, we have the following 
result. 
THEOREM 2’. Let C$ be a Hermitean Euclidean jield over g(Rd) 
satisfying the rejlection property and assumption (A’), and let the 
distributions ?Fn) be de$ned as above. Then properties (a) through (e) 
of Theorem 2 hold. 
Also, the analog of Theorem 3 clearly holds. In conclusion, we 
point out, as remarked earlier, that by the spectral condition (b) we 
have that &?2k = g(P). Hence we see, a posteriori, that the 
introduction of the Hilbert space 9 is unnecessary, and that, under 
assumption (A’), iff is in Y(Rd-I) then d,,(f) is a well-defined element 
of 9(Zk, Xz) for suitable k and 1. 
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